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UX Researcher, LexisNexis (Contract through KForce)

Legal technology company equipping legal professionals to advance the rule of law

Nov 2019 - May 2020

As the sole researcher on a specific product at LexisNexis, I planned and executed research to guide the product 
strategy. I collaborated with UX Designers, Product Managers, Data Analysts, and the Product Owner to understand our 
users’ workflow, evaluate new designs, and assess the current product.


A sampling of research methods I used during this time were remote moderated interviews and usability tests, PURE 
analysis, focus groups, surveys, and click tests.

UX Researcher, Avalara

Financial software-as-a-service company making tax compliance easier for everyone

June 2020 - June 2021

At Avalara, I planned and conducted research to guide the strategy of multiple flagship products. Additionally, I 
consulted with other product teams to provide research guidance and operationalize research across the organization. I 
collaborated with fellow UX Researchers, UX Designers, Product Managers, and Engineers across products to conduct 
strategic research and devise the strategy of upcoming products.


In this role, I primarily used qualitative methodologies including remote moderated interviews and usability tests, 
future-state journey mapping, focus groups, and personas. I also conducted quantitative surveys and reviewed data from 
analytics platforms.

Design Researcher, IBM

Technology company with a focus on artificial intelligence, mainframe, and cloud computing

June 2021 - Present

I work on the IBM Z Mainframe Artificial Intelligence Operations team at IBM to help users manage, update, and 
visualize their mainframe systems and streamline developer operations utilizing artificial intelligence. I conduct 
evaluative and exploratory research to support product initiatives and guide the design process.


I primarily use remote moderated usability testing and remote moderated interviewing methods in this role.

UX Design Intern, Participate

Education technology company building skills and community for K-12 teachers


May 2017 - Feb 2018

I participated in the entire user experience process, from initial generative research all the way through to visual design. 
During my time at Participate, I conducted interviews and usability tests, both live and remote. Additionally, I created 
personas and user journey maps to guide the product strategy. 


UX Researcher, Lenovo (Contract through CTG)

Technology manufacturer helping users find the technology that’s right for them

May 2018 - Nov 2019

I was responsible for research design, running studies, analyzing results, and presenting to stakeholders. I worked on 
research for the Lenovo global eCommerce site and specifically for Small-Medium Businesses.


Some of the research methods I commonly used in this role include usability testing (within and between subjects, 
typically remote unmoderated), surveys, interviews, site intercepts, and participatory design studies. 


UX Certification, #1020946

Bachelor in Industrial Design, Magna Cum Laude

Associate of Arts, Summa Cum Laude

Research Skills
Usability testing

Interviews

Focus groups

PURE analysis

Card sorting

Tree tests




Heuristic analysis

Click tests 

Site intercepts

Participatory design

Persona creation

Surveys


